**TRADEWIND**

**ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Position collapsed TradeWind frame with bottom hubs on ground and fabric graphics facing forward.

2. To expand the frame, hold the frame connectors and pull upward and outward.

3. Magnetic connector tubes on middle hubs will engage opposing hubs to lock frame in expanded position.

4. Connect the hook supports to secure the frame position.

5. Expanded TradeWind display should appear as shown.

**TAKE-DOWN INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Remove large fabric graphics. The TradeWind system may be stowed with single-quad fabric panels attached. However panels larger than a single frame quad should be removed to prevent fabric being pinched in scissors.

2. Standing behind TradeWind, grasp front and rear hubs at middle of frame and pull apart to simultaneously pop loose magnetic connector tubes from hubs.

3. Continue to ease frame downward until it is semi collapsed. Turn onto back and allow graphics to fall into frame.

**CHANGING FABRIC**

Fabric graphic panels are mounted by pulling firmly taut over frame and inserting mounting pins on hubs through button holes on fabric panels. Simply remove old graphic panels from pins and replace with new graphics.